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FROM TH€ 6DITORS

Notice anything different?Yep, we finally changed the
lettering on the logo - it's easier to read this way, and
maybe now people will stop saying we're from Vancou
ver! Thanks to Laurie Keating for doing the work.

Speaking ofgiving thanks, Chris Jones did a lot of that
in his article about the Fifth Anniversary Party (to all
those who helped him with the arrangements), but I
think we all owe him a great big THANK YOU for or
ganizing the whole thing. I was only able to attend for
a short period of tune, but it was a very nice gathering
(about 40 people) and everyone enjoyed having some
thing a little different to mark the occasion. I just wish
I could have stayed long enough to have a piece of
that gorgeous cake!

Wh+ IMPORTANT POINT 4HHL
I've received quite a few profiles sans photo, so let me
reiterate: WE NEED PHOTOS WITH THE BIOS! This
excercise is designed to help an aging membership

put names to faces, so it's no good you just de
scribing yourselves -we need multi-media!

With over 70 members in the club, we
need to be able to go home and say, now
what was that guy's name again - and

be able to look it up! (I know one could
always ask, but after the 4th or 5th tune
it gets embarassing). It doesn't have to

be perfect, just recognizable as you (with your bike).
Again, new members can get reprints -just ask.

See you at the Princess Mary, our winter home.

Love, Sally
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5TH nNNIVCRSnRV M€€TING

by Chris Jones

There are so many thank you's, I want to get
them in right at the start. First, I want to ex
press my appreciation to Steven Daniels who
always encouraged me and was ready to as
sist. Stan Jensen helped with the fruit, Tim
Waddell provided the croissants, muffins, and
Danish through his workplace; he also pro
vided the lovely commemorative/birthday
cake with his own funds. What a generous guy!
Thanks! GeoffTitterton got up early and made
sure the goodies were at the meeting. Laurie
Keating, caught off guard at the last minute,
made some remarks about the club. Gordon

Knox, our Vancouver Island Safety Council
contact, had the key to our entry. We have
sent a donation to the Safety Council for al
lowing use of the facilities. And finally, my
special thanks to Gay Miller who stayed to
help me clean up. It's a lousy job but you did
it, and I really appreciated it.

After a shaky start getting the coffee ma
chines setup and plugged into outlets which
worked, the Fifth Anniversary meeting got
imder way. I made a few opening remarks of
gratitude to those who helped me, Laurie
made some comments about the past five
years, and the gang sang happy birthday to
Les Blow, our resident octogenarian. Candles
were lit and blown out, wishes made, and
food, drink, and conversation followed as
usual. Stan announced the delay of the club
pins which will be available for the next meet
ing. You'll not want to miss those! Everyone
had a chance to see the video of the CHEK
TV Chek Around program which aired
Saturday, Sept. 23.

S&G provided rides on the new R1100LT.
Those who took advantage of the ride re
turned with big smiles and hot hands (the
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heated gripes were turned up).

The meeting broke up about 11 am. Several
members were still in the parking lot talking
over favourite rides and special times.

Les suggested we give all the left over food to
the Upper Room on Pandora. I loaded it into
my car and drove down. They were really glad
to receive all the food especially as they were
Serving the lunch meal at the time.

I hope everyone noticed the special announce
ment placed in the Times-Colonist under the
motorcycle section.

The cost to the club for the Fifth Anniversary
Party was about $140, much less than the
estimated #250 budget I had planned. Thank
you all for coming. I hope everyone had a time
to remember.

brck issues of bmuj mor

When Nigel bought Harry
Whitfield's old

bike, he inher
ited along with it
several stacks of

old issues ofthe BMW MOAmagazine, which
Harry had in turn inherited from the owner
before him. Nigel figures they go back at least
ten years, probably further - he hasn't had
time to sit down and catalogue them. But they
are at his house and are to be considered club
property - anyone interested in cataloguing
or borrowing them, please feel free to phone
Nigel at 595-6369.
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TUI€NTV-FIV€ LONG DISTANCE RIDING TIPS

by members of the Iron Butt Association
Copyright 1995, Iron Butt Association, Chi
cago, Illinois

1. KNOW YOUR LIMITS AND PLAN YOUR TRIP

RROUND THEM.

Ifthe longest ride you have ever taken is 300
miles in a day, don't plan a trip with a string
ofendless five-hundred mile days. Discount
ing weather or other problems, after an ini
tial mileage peak on days one and two, daily
average mileage will steadily drop during trip
days three to seven. On day seven of a trip,
the typical long distance rider will comfort
ably ride about 65% ofthe average daily mile
age that they would book on a two day trip. If
the pros have this type of mileage attrition
rate, would you plan on any less? Also include
large easy-to-cut loops into your trip plan. If
you do get behind schedule, this is the easi
est way to skip part ofyour trip without ruin
ing the rest of it.

2. FORGET ABOUT HIGH SPEEDS.

Forgetwhatyou'vebeentold; high speeds and
long-distance riding have little in common. A
steady rider canbook more miles, enjoy more
mountain vistas and ride more twisty miles
than a canyon carverbent on making the best
times across a mountain pass. Besides the
obvious effects on fuel mileage, which means
more time wasted looking for gas, and the
fatigue caused by fighting the effects ofpush
ing a motorcycle through the wind, riding
much beyond the flow oftraffic will land you
a hefty speeding ticket While you are on the
side of the road having a spirited discussion
with a Police officer aboutyour 10/10ths rid
ing style, the turtle-like rider on the Honda
250 will wave as he sets himself up for the
next set ofcorners.
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3. LEAVE YOUR DRUGS RND COffCC SUPPLY RT

HOMC.

It's this simple, drugs and other stimulants
do not work! If you need No-Doze or other
drugs to stay alert (the Iron Butt Association
includes coffee and colas on this hot list), it's
time to stop for the day and get some serious
rest.

4. PREPARE YOUR MOTORCYCLE BEFORE THE

TRIP.

With vacation time in short supply, why would
you waste time during a trip to have your tires
replaced? It is often cheaper to replace tires
and chains at home rather than squeezing the
few remaining miles from them to only find
that they are not available. Additionally, qual
ity motorcycle oils can go the distance. It is
not unheard of for Iron Butt types to grind
away 10,000 or more miles between oil
changes. Running hours between oil changes
and work load means more than miles. A
motorcycle ridden around town will need
more frequent changes than one used on a
long trip.

5. USE RN ELECTRICVEST.

Even on the warmest summer nights, after a
few days of 100+ temperatures, a 75 degree
evening ride can send a chill through your
body. Add in a cool, wet day and the benefits
ofan electric vest mean that no serious rider
would leave home without it.

6. PACK UJISCLY; KEEP PERSONAL SUPPLIES
HANDY.

While many riders use a tankbag, what they
pack in them is not always well thought out.
Sun screen, skin lotions, eye cleaner, eye lu
bricant, a flash light, a tire gauge, maps and
other essentials should all be kept in a handy
location. Ifthese items are not on-hand when
you need them, you won'tuse them. That can
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lead to costly mistakes like missing a road
because you didn't want to find your map or
roastingyour face and then facing painful sun
burn for days into a trip (ever try wearing a
helmet over a sun-burnt head? - do it once

and you will never forget to pack the sun
screen where it is handy).

On the other hand, things like registration
and insurance papers should be kept in a se
cure water tight area of the motorcycle. As
suming you probably will only need these
items while talking to the Law, having them
stowed away gives you time to talk to the of
ficer and convince him you are human and
not some crazed biker - that could work to

your advantage.

7. BE RERDY BEFORE YOU LEAVE, DONT WASTE
TIME SHOPPING ON THE AOAD.

The same rules that applies to your motorcy
cle should apply to your riding gear and es
sentials. Maintain a checklistofitems to carry
and then check it before you leave. Buying
toothpaste at 7-11 is no big deal, but having
to shop around for a sweater or swimsuit or
specialty medicines thatyou left at home can
eat up valuable riding or rest time.

8. LEAAN HOW TO AVOID BOBEDOM.

Long rides usually mean riding across areas
you might not consider prime riding spots.
To some riders U.S. 50 across Nevada is a

beautiful ride. To a canyon carver it can be a
long, hot boring, dull highway to hell. For
times like this, carrying a tape player with
your favorite music can prove invaluable.
Some of the other tricks of the trade are to

stock up your tank bag with a supply of tart
candies that you can munch on while riding.
A sour lemon drop will shockyour senses and
keep you going another twenty miles!
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9. JOIN A TOWING SEAVICEI

Breakdowns happen and there is nothing like
being stuck with no one to turn to for help.
MTS, AMA, Cross-Country motor club, some
insurance companies and some auto clubs
have plans that will tow you out of trouble.
This is not a matter ofjust money (the cost of
the plan versus the risk of the cost of a later
tow), these clubs have contracted with tow
companies around the U.S. Skip the insur
ance and you can spend hours burning up the
phone looking for a tow company. Pay a little
now or pay a lot later in the form of money
and wasted trip time.

10. LEAAN TO STOP TO GO FASTEA.

On the surface this tip may not make sense,
but the successful long distance rider uses
this strategy to their advantage. Since each
rider is different, no one can predict a com
fortable speed average for every rider. What
is important is to know what speed your in
ternal riding clock runs by and when your
speed falls below that average, take time out
and get some serious rest. Wasting time on
coffee stops or milling about gas stations is
time that could be better spent in a comfort
able room sleeping or even better, taking a
walk to stretch tired and sore muscles and
get some oxygen pumping back into your
brain.

11. KNOW WHEN TO STOP!

As soon as you are tempted to close an eye,
even "forjust a second", find the nearest safe
place to pull over and take nap! Other symp
toms to watch for:

Inability to maintain a desired speed. If
you find yourselfslowing down and constantly
having to speed back up, you are ready to fall
asleep!

Forgetting to turn high beams down for
oncoming traffic.
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Indecision. Can't decide to stop for gas
or continue? Can't decide what turn to take?

These are all a result of fatigue.

Attached to this document under the head

ing of Misc. we-didn't-know-where-else-to-
put-it stuff are some interesting facts about
sleeping while driving (riding), however, for
a more real-world experience, here is an ex
cerpt from the March 1995 Newsletter ofthe
Motorcycle Endurance Riders Association
writtenbyUtah 1088Rallywinner Gary Eagan
about the last leg ofhis five day, 6,000 mile
ride in the Run What Ya Brung Rally (Re
printed with the permission ofMERA and the
author, Gary Eagan):

"On Highway 49 between Hattiesburg and
Jackson, Mississippi, I learned about sleep
deprivation.Being a competitive runner and
bicyclist, I had figured there was no way I
would not recognize the onset of fatigue and
was certain there was no way I could ever nod
offwhile riding.I was wrong on both counts. I
felt myself snapping my head back about 3
a.m. and realized I was going about 25 mph
and on the wrong side of the road. It wasn't
my fault I didn't wake up dead, I was just
lucky."

The lessonwas to know you will get the drops
eventually if you're pushing it and to antici
pate that and get off the scooter before you
pay the piper. An hour of sleep, even on the
pavement along side yourbike will revive you
nicely. Don't ignore the signs. Just know that
when you have slowed down dramatically and
are having a hard time staying on your own
side ofthe road thatyou've pushed the enve
lope to hard. Stop!

12. MAINTAIN A GOOD MENTAL ATTITUDE.

Ifyou really hate rain, you just may be better
off taking a time-out and hold-up in a motel
for a day. The same goes for excessive heat
(if possible, try riding at night) or a host of
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other conditions that can put you in such a
bad mental state that riding is no longer fun
(ifyou are concentrating on being miserable,
you are not concentrating on the road). Yes,
answering to your boss why you are a day or
two late can cause some stress, but at least
you might make it safely home!

13. EAT HEALTHY FOODS.

Fast foods and a big road trip are a bad com
bination, but realizing that this is the real
world, trythese time-proven combinations: In
the mornings stick to oatmeal, cereals or one
egg with toast (no butter please!). Lunch
should be skipped in favor ofa light, healthy
snack. Dinner should include a salad with a
lightpasta dish (quickly and readily available
at the long distance riders all-time place to
hate: Dennys and most Wendys).

14. EAT AT THE HIGHT TIMES OF THE DAY.

On weekdays, eating breakfast after 9 a.m. is
usuallythe best time to beat the working stiffs
not lucky enough to be out on a ride. The op
posite is true on weekends, when people tend
to sleep in and crowd restaurants later in the
morning. Dinner is best eaten early (remem
ber, we skipped lunch) to beat the dinner
crowd. Additionally, eating after dark with a
long ride ahead is a bad idea - it will put you
to sleep.

Whenever we speak ofeating out, the subject
of time management always comes up. Spe
cifically, how can the long distance rider af
ford to waste time sitting around while a res
taurant cooks their meal? Here is a time
proven method that works: After you enter
the restaurant and get a seat (if the restau
rant is crowded, trythe counter for faster serv
ice) explain to your waitress that you are in a
hurry. In extreme cases, we recommend giv
ing her a generous tip up front and quickly
give heryour order, askherto leave the check
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with the meal and explain that you will be
back shortly. This is now your free time to
take care ofimportantbusiness. Although rid
ers differ in technique, most will go to the
bathroom and wash up (even if you are not
"dirty", washing your face with warm water
is a refreshing experience) and reapply sun
screen or skin lotion. Ifyou have phone calls
to make, quickly make them now. In most
cases, your meal will be sitting for you ready
to eat. With this technique, meal stops can
be cut to a reasonable twenty to thirty minute
window - that may sound fast for a full meal,
but when handled properly with good time
management, you will have a relaxing hot,
meal while your fellow riders are choking
down a cold sandwich standing around a gas
station.

15. AVOID ADDING ACCESSOAIES OA DOING
MAINTENANCE IMMEDIATELY BEFORE A TAIP.

If it can be avoided, don't use a trip as a test
bed for a new exciting accessory and don't
forget, even the best mechanic can make a
mistake. Try and avoid picking up your mo
torcycle and heading out directly on a 10,000
mile trip. A trip is also not the best time to
try out that new rainsuit, helmet or packing
technique!

16. CAAAY ASPIRIN FOA ACHES AND PAINS.

Aspirin can mask and alleviate a variety of
pains and work great to prevent muscle
spasms.

17. SEPAAATE GAS STOPS FAOM FOOD STOPS.

After getting gasoline (a mini rest-stop in it
self), it takes just as long to suit-up to ride
across the street to eat as it does to ride

twentymiles down the road and then eat The
result is two mini rest-stops for the price of
one.
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18. GET GAS BEFOBE YOU NEED IT.

You only have to run out of gas one time, or
take a five mile detour in search ofgas to blow
the time you saved bynot stopping. When gas
is handy, stop and get it!

19. PUT ON YOUA AAIN SUIT BEFOBE IT BAINS!

Ifyou have less than a halfthank ofgas, why
not stop, fill-up and putonyour suit all in one,
quick, safe stop? Whether you take the fill-
up advice or not, we strongly recommend you
avoid putting your rain suit on along side the
road. The dangers are too numerous to out
line, but think about this when planning to
dodge the rain under an overpass: do you re
ally want to be standing just three feet (or
about an arms length) from traffic zooming
by at 60 mph and up? And if it is raining, do
you want to be standing that close to drivers
half-blinded by the rain themselves? And
keep in mind that some ofthose drivers will
be looking for a covered place oftheir own to
wait out a hard rain - just like the place you
are putting on your rainsuit.

While hard statistics on this subject are hard
to come by, roadside shoulder accidents do
happen. For example, we witnessed this tragic
accident in May of1995: on a clearnightwhile
stopping a vehicle for a traffic violation, an
Illinois state Trooper had his blue police
lights in full gear (anyone thathas ever gotten
stopped can attest to the intensity of these
lights). Although both vehicles were on the
shoulder ofthe Interstate, a tired driver man
aged to come off the road and ram into the
rear of the Illinois state highway patrol car,
causing it to explode.

20. CAAAY A FLAT REPAIA KIT AND KNOW HOW

TO USE ITI

The majority of tubeless tires punctures can
be repaired injusta few minutes! There is no
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excuse for not carrying a repair ldt, but even
more importantly, you should know how to
use it. Practice at home on an old tire so you
are not trying to figure the process out on the
side of the road! While tube-type tires are
more ofa hassle, onceyour learn howto patch
a tube, it can be done a lot faster than trying
to arrange a tow.

21. CARRY A CELLULAA PHONE.

They may not work in Death Valley, but you
maybe surprised at the number of locations
they do work. Thanks to our aggressive farm
communities desire to ride the tractor and

be able to call mom at the house, the cellular
industry has cell cites in many places that
you cannot imagine. A cell phone combined
with towing insurance, can make what was
once a trip-ruining event a tolerable experi
ence.

22. UPGAADE YOUA TOOL KIT.

The tool kits in most motorcycles are at best
junk. Use the tool kit as a guide and purchase
quality replacement tools from Snap-On or
Sears' Craftsman. Also add a compact dig
ital voltmeter (Radio sells a pocket model for
less than $20) and a ratchet and socket set.

23. CAAAY AT LEAST ONE-HAlf GALLON OF

WATEA.

You don't have to be riding in the desert to
listen to this advice. For example, pushing a
broken motorcycle a short distance up a hill
to get it to as safe parking place on a cool
night can generate a thirst that cannot be
described. Your water supply should be kept
in two sources. One shouldbe used for casual
drinking (i.e., whenever you are thirsty, you
drink from that bottle) and the remainder
should be packed away for true emergencies
such as breakdowns. The theory here is
straightforward: once riders startcarryingwa
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ter, they will use it. Unfortunately, ifyou drink
your emergency supply away, thenyou will not
have it for an emergency. Do yourself a favor
and packthe emergencysupply in an area that
is inconvenient to get to and save it for when
you really need it. On a health note, although
bottled water has a fairly long shelf life, to
insure thattap water is safe to drink, it should
be changed every few days.

Although it may seem extreme, we also rec
ommend that during the Iron Butt Rally, you
give up local tap water and use purified bot
tled water. Changes in the local make-up of
the water supply can lead to upset stomach,
diarrhea and in some extreme cases require
hospitalization. Besides those concerns, in
early 1995 the federal government issued a
warning that Cryptosporidium, a disease-car
rying parasite, can slip through most munici
pal water treatment systems. While a healthy
individual can fight off this bug, we recom
mend avoiding it, and other potential water-
born parasites while on the road by using
purified water.

24. PACK A VARIETY OF VITAMINS.

We have to defer this exact advice to a doc
tor, but in general a minimum recommenda
tion is to take a one-a-day vitamin. Seek the
advice ofyour doctor as to what vitamins are
best for the type ofconditions you are riding
through (hot summer-time conditions has
different requirements than winter riding).
For long distance riding, look for vitamins that
will prevent muscle cramps.

25. IF YOU OWN AN MICROSOFT DOS
COMPATIBLE COMPUTEB, PUACHASE AUTOMAP!
While Auto Map is not perfect, it can quickly
and with a high degree of accuracy calculate
point-to-point mileages Obut in some cases it
will route you in ways that defy logic - for ex
ample, it may send you on a U.S. highway,
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which in many places is not a highway at all,
but surface streets, through a busy city in
stead ofbypassing the city in favor of the In
terstate). Anyone that has ever tried accu
rately reading mileages from an Atlas and
combining them only to find out the map was
wrong or that they missed 25 miles here or
there, will love AutoMap.

If money is no object, consider AutoMap Pro
for Windows. The Pro version will let you plug
in up to 100 "via" points (versus 4 for the
standard versions) and will then figure which
order you should visit each place for the most
efficient route!

Capturedfor us from the 'net by Gord Knox

tf*>.
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BUV AND SELL

For Sale:

R100R Mystic (lOOOcc Twin). Barely touched
at 23,000 km. Saddle bags, extra batter)'.
$9295.00 Chris Bell - 477-7102. Leave a
message.

Wanted:

Solo or Standard seat for a '71, in ratty condi
tion (low ##'s). Gregory Brown - 656-6990.

editors:

Sally Harvey - submissions
#301 - 940 Inverness Ave.

Victoria, B.C. V8X 2R9
383-1810 uue546@freenet.victoria.bc.ca

Nigel Beattie - mailing
2430 Moujat St.

Victoria, B.C. V8R 5S9

595-6369

A new andinventive way to ensure a softer landing, should you andyour hike come unglued.
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